Studio, Gig, and Gig Tempo Shakers
Quality Hand Crafted Percussion Instruments
Studio Shaker – Warm Melodic Sound
Gig Shaker – Bright, Cutting Sound
Gig Tempo Shaker – Quick and Responsive
Dual Chamber – Many Sounds
“As musicians who play multiple instruments, we know good sound when we hear it.
We’re usually listening to how our voices, guitars, or our cajons sound. Never in our
dreams did we think that a shaker, of all things, would be so sonically mesmerizing and
beautiful as the Croaker Studio Shaker. Wow, does this thing sound unlike anything
we’ve ever heard. The crispness, while retaining a smooth and gentleness to it, is what
really sets it apart from everything else. Get one of these bad boys!”

Kaela Fanelli and Austin Vuolo
From Blue To Greene

Croaker Studio, Gig and Gig Tempo Shakers are handcrafted percussion
instruments with superior sound qualities and unmatched craftsmanship. The
body of the shaker is titanium or aluminum tube. The caps are machine cut from
hardwood. There is an inner divider creating dual chambers. Each chamber is
filled with an equal amount of percussive beads. It can be played in several
different ways creating many different sounds.
The Studio Shaker is made with a titanium tube. This Shaker produces a warm
melodic sound. It excels in the studio with quality microphones. Titanium's highstrength allows for the shaker tube to be very thin, yet durable and light. This
gives the Croaker Studio Shaker exceptional sound quality and the ability to last a
lifetime. It just may be the last shaker you need.
The Gig Shaker is made with an aluminum tube. This Shaker produces a bright
musical sound. It excels at cutting through at a gig. Aluminum is very lightweight
and makes for an excellent shaker body.
The Gig Tempo Shaker is a slightly smaller version of the Gig Shaker and is
designed to be more responsive when the tempo requires it.
Croaker Percussion is dedicated to creating percussion instruments for
professionals and those that aspire to play and sound like professionals.
“I use the Croaker Studio Shaker for its ability to distinctly cut through any sonic environment. With full dynamics
the shaker delivers a tangible punch while balanced enough to compliment a more intimate setting. The Croaker
Gig Shaker has a rounder tone that allows for a wider variety of applications. The dual chamber design allows for
accents in shaker patterns to be clearly heard without sacrificing any motion or fluidity.”
Jordan “JJ” Ross
Professional Percussionist
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